
Suffix ISH worksheet
Fill in the blanks using the correct word from the box *Remember to add ISH.

baby gray standoff

book Poland tickle

cartoon purple Turkey

1. Jenna is usually quite friendly but she's being kind of _________
today. I wonder why?

2. _________ hair and lines around the eyes are signs of getting
older.

3. My son is getting older. Toys that he loved to play with a few
years ago are now too _________ for him.

4. When I lived in Istanbul I often had Baklava with my coffee. This
is my favorite _________ dessert.

5. Kyle loves to read. Unfortunately being _________ can make
one a target for teasing from other students.

6. The diamond was 24 carats and had a _________ tint. It was
beautiful.

7. I don't like when people touch the bottom of my feet, I'm very
_________ there.

8. My grandmother is from Warsaw. We always spoke _________
when we visited her.

9. His early drawing style was very _________. His artwork later
became more realistic.
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Click the word with the suffix -ish to see the definition

1. Jenna is usually quite friendly but she's being kind of standoffish
today. I wonder why?

2. Grayish hair and lines around the eyes are signs of getting older.
3. My son is getting older. Toys that he loved to play with a few

years ago are now too babyish for him.
4. When I lived in Istanbul I often had Baklava with my coffee. This

is my favorite Turkish dessert.
5. Kyle loves to read. Unfortunately being bookish can make one a

target for teasing from other students.
6. The diamond was 24 carats and had a purplish tint. It was

beautiful.
7. I don't like when people touch the bottom of my feet, I'm very

ticklish there.
8. My grandmother is from Warsaw. We always spoke Polish when

we visited her.
9. His early drawing style was very cartoonish. His artwork later

became more realistic.
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